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South Africa - Weather
South Africa will see a mix of erratic rain and sunshine this week. Rainfall will be greatest in eastern
South Africa where soil moisture will remain near current levels. Central and western South Africa
will otherwise dry down slowly. There will still be plenty of soil moisture to maintain aggressive
growth despite the lack of precipitation. Early season maturation conditions will also improve or
remain favorable due to the lack of significant rain. • South Africa will see a mix of rain and sunshine
this week
o Light rain will be scattered across a few locations in western South Africa today while areas further
east are mostly dry

Natal, Mpumalanga, and neighboring areas in Eastern Cape, Free State, and Limpopo
• Eastern and central South Africa will have opportunities for rain February 1 – 7
o Western South Africa will also receive mostly light rain
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United States of America - Weather
U.S. MIDWEST: The Midwest will see a quiet weather pattern through most of the next two weeks
with another intense surge of cold air expected Tuesday into Wednesday.
o Snow that will be mostly light will fall on most of the central and eastern Thursday into Friday. One
round of well-organized precipitation may occur with that event of low confidence and advertised
for Feb. 1-3.
U.S. DELTA AND SOUTHEAST: The Delta and the Southeast will see a mostly tranquil weather pattern
through the next two weeks with some light rain in the south today into Tuesday and a wellorganized precipitation event possible Feb. 1-3.
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South America - Weather
BRAZIL: Paraguay and far southern Brazil will see little to no rain of significance and hot
temperatures through Saturday and crop stress will return as moisture from recent rain is lost to
evaporation while areas that missed out on rain see further declines in yields.
Additional rain will fall Jan. 29-Feb. 4 in Paraguay while far southern Brazil dries down again with
crop stress likely to increase in early February if rain does not return soon.
ARGENTINA: Much of Argentina will receive additional rain through Thursday inducing further
improvements in crop and soil conditions, but hot temperatures will continue through in the north
and with rain in Chaco and Corrientes mostly light, improvements in crop conditions will be limited.
Central and southern Argentina will see mild temperatures during the next week and with the recent
rain and additional rain expected, crop conditions should improve dramatically where crops are still
viable. Late corn and soybean planting should increase as a result of the rain and some replanting
may occur where newly planted withered and died. Drier weather will return Friday through Feb. 3
and fieldwork should increase while northern areas will need rain again soon to maintain
improvements in soil moisture that result from this week’s rain.
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Europe, New Zealand and Australia - Weather
EUROPE: Rounds of precipitation will continue to maintain moist conditions throughout the North Sea Region into France, Germany, Switzerland and northeastern Italy as well as southern Scandinavia this week.
Moisture will reach into the northwestern Balkan Nations Thursday into early next week and may expand into portions of the southeastern Balkan Nations early next week.
AUSTRALIA: Regular rounds of scattered showers and thunderstorms will increase over southeastern South Australia, Victoria, New South Wales and southeastern Queensland this week providing welcome moisture
after recent dry conditions. The moisture will help ease crop stress from recent hot and dry conditions for summer crops, although some greater rain would still be welcome in southeastern Queensland as well as
southeastern South Australia, western Victoria and western New South Wales to restore long term dryness.
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